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Abstract 
With the rapid development of the construction industry, tax issues have become 
increasingly prominent. The construction engineering company is an important pillar 
company to promote the development of the national economy and has become the focus 
of the tax authorities. With the development of tax system reform, corporate tax risk has 
become increasingly prominent. Therefore, in-depth discussion on the tax risk 
management of construction projects can effectively reduce the tax burden and risk of 
construction projects, thus ensuring the economic benefits of construction companies 
and providing ideas and directions for the stable development of companies. 
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1. Introduction 

Individual tax reforms such as "replacing business tax with VAT", "integrating national tax" and 
"three tax system" have been introduced in succession. With the help of big data technology, 
tax supervision has become more standardized and stricter, all-round and efficient tax 
management has been gradually implemented, and the ability and efficiency of tax inspection 
have been significantly improved. For the construction industry, the change of tax policy is not 
only the change of VAT calculation method and tax declaration, but also the adjustment of 
financial accounting and contract cost accounting method. The tax system reform and industry 
characteristics make it difficult for construction companies to prevent tax risks. Therefore, how 
to effectively prevent and guard against tax risks of engineering companies is an urgent 
problem to be solved. 

2. Research Overview 

The case company selected in this study is Company T, and Company T is selected as the case. 
First, I have participated in the audit of Company T during my internship in the company, which 
makes it easy to obtain relevant financial information and other materials; Second, T 
Construction Company is mainly engaged in housing construction, infrastructure projects and 
other construction projects, and is representative of the construction company within its 
business scope; Third, the tax risk management of T Company is not perfect, and there are 
widespread problems in tax risk management, which is an analyzable phenomenon. This paper 
finds out the problems in tax risk control of T Company, and puts forward corresponding 
countermeasures on how to control tax risk from the perspective of tax risk control. 

3. Tax Risk Management Objectives 

(1) Maintain the Company's tax rights and interests 
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An efficient tax risk control system is usually composed of high-quality accountants and tax 
practitioners. The company's accounting treatment is related to national laws and regulations, 
accounting systems, standardized accounting systems, high tax paying behaviors, and 
corresponding preferential tax policies. Therefore, establishing an effective tax risk 
management system can effectively reduce the company's tax risk and protect the company's 
legitimate rights and interests [1]. 
(2) Reduce corporate tax costs 
The Company's tax burden is divided into tax burden and tax burden. Tax burden refers to the 
taxes paid by the Company. Non tax costs refer to a series of expenditures incurred by the 
Company when paying taxes according to law, including tax penalties for violation of laws; In 
addition, it also includes the administrative expenses incurred in tax treatment, such as 
employees' salaries, taxes, consulting fees of third-party tax authorities, audit fees, etc. 
Therefore, establishing an effective tax risk management system can reduce the tax burden of 
the company; At the same time, it can also reduce the administrative costs caused by improper 
tax operations. 
(3) Increase company value 
By establishing a sound tax risk control system, we can not only effectively prevent various 
risks, but also improve the company's management system and management level. Under the 
premise of following the tax policy, giving full play to the role of tax preference can not only 
bring tax benefits to the company, but also effectively control tax risks, improve the level of tax 
payment, which is more conducive to the production and operation of the company. 
(4) Promoting the safety of domestic business environment 
By establishing a scientific and reasonable tax risk control system, we can further standardize 
the company's business behavior, and constantly adjust and optimize the company's business 
philosophy and management methods, so that the company can better carry out low-cost tax 
policies when conducting tax planning, and make better decisions for the long-term 
development of the company. The standardization of the company's tax behavior can reduce 
the tax inspection work of the government authorities, reduce the cost of tax inspection, and 
help to create a safe operating environment [2]. 

4. Industry Characteristics 

(1) Trans regional operation 
As a kind of real estate, construction products are a means of production used for a long time. 
They have high security and the interests of the public. Therefore, China's construction industry 
has implemented industry access and qualification management. The qualification 
management of construction projects, the space solidification of construction products, the 
emergence of regional management, and the separation of management departments and 
actual operation sites enable the construction units to implement hierarchical management and 
hierarchical accounting management. 
(2) Long project cycle and large capital consumption 
It often takes more than ten years for a construction project to go through the examination and 
approval, bidding, material procurement, construction and completion acceptance. The project 
is large in scale and capital occupation. The owner settles the project by stages. Because the 
completion of a project requires huge financial support, the construction company usually 
makes an advance payment to the owner, and the owner's payment forms are diverse, even 
"payment in kind", often delaying payment. The method of advance payment or installment 
payment is usually adopted between the construction unit and the supplier to pay for materials, 
labor costs, etc. 
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(3) Complex employment relationship 
The construction environment is harsh, the construction period is long, the work intensity is 
high, the accommodation conditions are poor, the mobility of construction personnel is high, 
and the construction unit's labor is mostly temporary. Due to the high professionalism of some 
works from the site survey to the completion of the project, the country is very strict with the 
qualification certification management of construction companies. If the company does not 
meet the qualification requirements, it needs to hire other professionals or outsource to other 
companies. Temporary employment and labor outsourcing make the employment relationship 
more complex [3]. 

5. Problems in Tax Risk Control of Project Management 

(1) Lack of perfect tax risk control mechanism 
Due to the lack of effective preventive measures in operation and management of some 
construction companies, their risk management level is low, which affects the long-term 
development of the company. This is mainly reflected in three aspects: First, in the process of 
construction and production, due to the lack of control value of tax risk, the current risk 
management system was not updated in a timely manner, which greatly increased the 
possibility of the company's tax risk, but also increased the company's tax risk to a certain 
extent, thereby reducing the company's economic benefits. Second, in the process of actual 
application of tax risk management system, some construction companies have not adapted to 
the development of the times and carried out reforms, resulting in that the role of tax risk 
management is not significant, and its control effect can not be used as a reference for the 
company's decision-making, resulting in low efficiency of tax risk control. Third, some 
construction engineering companies have not set up tax risk management organizations 
internally. Many financial personnel lack awareness of this and effective control over it, which 
gradually exposes the problems. 
(2) Problems in tax risk control during procurement 
Company T has established a tax risk control system in the procurement process. However, due 
to the expansion of the company's business scope, the company has high requirements for 
equipment, raw materials and labor, and the upgrading of management ability is always behind 
the pace of industry development. However, the supplier information database has not been 
upgraded in time, and the procurement department has not fully understood the basic 
information of suppliers in real time, such as the company's tax credit rating, whether it is a 
general taxpayer and other basic information. When selecting suppliers, the Procurement 
Department mainly considers the quality and price of materials, and it is easy to ignore the 
standardization of its tax credit and tax management. The risk of being inspected by the tax 
authorities due to the provision of non-conforming invoices; If you get a "false invoice" 
carelessly, even if you will not be fined, you will also have to adjust the company's income tax 
and report the corresponding tax statements to the tax bureau, which brings greater workload 
to accountants and indirectly increases the cost of tax revenue. If there is no conclusive 
evidence, it will not only lower the level of the tax department, but also be subject to legal 
sanctions [4]. 
(3) The enthusiasm of all staff to actively prevent and control tax risks is not high 
At present, T Company has not fully understood the important role of non-financial entities in 
tax risk management, and all employees have low willingness to consciously prevent tax risk. 
Many people do not start from the overall situation of the company. Their work is to pursue the 
same, rather than the pursuit of perfection. They lack loyalty to the company, lack the ability to 
implement the company's laws and regulations, and have little interest in the company's 
operation and future development. For example, employees do not take the initiative to obtain 
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VAT input tax invoices, which leads to insufficient input tax deduction and increases the 
company's tax burden. T The loss caused by the untimely tax payment at the management level 
of the construction company; At the management level, each department pays more attention 
to the work and performance of the department. For example, in order to improve the 
performance, regardless of the credit status of suppliers and owners, huge bad debt losses are 
caused and legal receipts cannot be obtained; In the general staff group, although the tax risk 
management responsibility system has been implemented, the specific work and responsibility 
have not been specifically assigned to specific personnel, the power and responsibility are not 
clear, and there are many internal contradictions, which affect the enthusiasm of the staff. 

6. Tax Risk Control Strategy of Construction Companies 

(1) Improve tax risk management awareness of all staff 
Company T should change its concept, pay full attention to tax risk, incorporate tax risk into the 
company's risk culture, and guide employees to participate actively. Strengthen the control of 
tax risk, strengthen the control of tax revenue, and strengthen the control of tax revenue. The 
management personnel of T Company can integrate tax risk prevention into the production and 
operation of the company. When formulating the company's development strategy and major 
decisions, they should pay full attention to tax risk, urge the subordinates to actively study tax 
policies, use the tax performance assessment mechanism to stimulate the enthusiasm of 
employees to actively control tax risks, and assist the company in cross departmental tax 
related information communication, so as to promote the formation of a tax risk control culture. 
Company T can designate managers to be the first leaders of the company's financial risks, and 
on this basis, strengthen the prevention of tax risks, and learn about them in their spare time. 
In addition, the management personnel of T Company should realize that in order to effectively 
prevent tax risks, it is necessary to cooperate in many aspects to better understand the latest 
tax system in the current real estate industry, recognize the tax burden caused by reducing the 
tax burden, and pay attention to the legal provisions [5]. 
(2) Improve tax risk control awareness of functional departments 
1) Strengthen the comprehensive training and publicity of the latest tax policies 
In addition to training accounting personnel in the Finance Department, Company T also 
provides middle and senior managers and business department employees with tax policies 
related to the construction of the company, so that each department can obtain formal invoices 
at any time in business activities, sign contracts before transactions and other aspects of legal 
risk prevention. If the Procurement Department selects qualified suppliers, the engineering 
company will immediately recover the project funds to reduce bad debts, while the Bidding 
Department will select companies with certain tax and accounting capabilities for business. 
2) All departments perform their own duties and fully cooperate with tax risk control 
Under the financial guidance, according to the tax characteristics of the value-added tax chain, 
Company T can incorporate various business activities into the company's whole chain tax 
management, reducing the possibility of tax risk from the source of business. The financial and 
tax departments shall conduct comprehensive coordination on tax risks, study various taxes, 
laws, policies, laws and regulations of the real estate development company, submit relevant 
materials at any time according to the provisions of the tax department, do a good job in tax 
registration, declaration and payment, supervise and analyze the tax burden. All business units 
shall effectively communicate with the Finance Department to prevent the increase of tax 
burden due to the absence of special VAT invoices, and the corresponding expenses shall not 
be deducted before tax, so as to avoid the tax risk caused by improper selection of tax 
calculation methods. 
(3) Strengthen the construction of financial and tax talents 
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1) Stimulate the learning initiative of financial personnel 
T construction company can provide employees with online tax training; At the same time, we 
can also hire experts from relevant companies, universities and other relevant industries to 
deeply explain tax laws and regulations, enhance the company's understanding of relevant 
policies, enhance the actual operation of the company's operation and management, and 
prevent tax risks caused by inadequate interpretation of tax policies. T. The Company's financial 
accountants can actively participate in online and offline lectures, micro video learning, policy 
interpretation and other activities organized by the tax department, so that they can have a 
correct understanding of the policies and enhance the management level of tax work. Through 
the research on the database, we can improve the data processing, make efficient statistics on 
tax, finance and other information, and find out abnormal tax problems in a timely manner. At 
the same time, we should strengthen the basic legal theory and improve the ability of tax 
prevention. 
2) Improve the practical ability of financial personnel 
Company T should attach importance to the professional quality of financial personnel, adopt 
the methods of post mobility and rotation, so that financial personnel can understand the 
company's overall tax work process, so as to achieve mutual monitoring, prevent non-standard 
behavior, and improve the financial personnel's ability to handle projects under different 
business models. Company T shall strengthen the training on financial work, such as how to 
combine invoices, contracts, logistics and other materials, find out the dangerous parts of tax 
payment, and identify invoices that comply with laws and regulations. Company T shall also 
perform the responsibility of financial management: before issuing invoices and remittances, 
carefully review the material contracts, construction contracts, warehousing documents and 
logistics documents to confirm the business situation; To examine the qualification of the 
institution issuing the invoice; Ensure the correct summary of all expenses and income, and 
timely tax declaration. The purpose of tax law risk management of Company T is to meet the 
audit of the tax department. We can consider regularly hiring special tax consultants and senior 
tax experts from universities to introduce to them how to obtain tax reduction policies under 
the premise of reducing tax risk and reducing tax costs. In this way, the Company's financial 
management personnel can improve their tax planning awareness, and have the ability to 
predict the tax burden of various taxes and make reasonable decisions; We can also strengthen 
the reverse inspection of tax, and give a reasonable solution to the existing tax problems. 
(4) Establish tax performance evaluation system 
T Company can incorporate the performance evaluation system into the tax risk management 
system, and the performance evaluation of tax related people is the control of tax risk. T 
Company can regularly evaluate financial work through professional written examination, 
structured interview and other forms, of which 30% are written examination and 30% are 
interview, and 20% are tax and financial work at ordinary times. The main contents of the 
interview and written examination include: understanding of tax policies, proficiency in tax 
treatment, ability to identify improper tax payment, etc., which are taken as the main reference 
indicators for training, tourism, salary increase, etc., and the responsible personnel causing tax 
problems are punished by fines, salary reductions, dismissals, etc. Company T also needs to 
carry out tax assessment on non accounting employees. If the tax source is non accounting 
employees, they should also bear the corresponding tax risk and deduct a sum from their 
performance. The implementation of tax assessment system can mobilize the enthusiasm of 
financial workers for tax planning, and can consciously avoid the tax risk brought by accounting 
errors when conducting tax accounting and financial accounting. Performance evaluation is the 
basis for promotion, and it can also guide those employees who are not proactive to understand 
the tax laws and standards of tax planning methods. In order to prevent being punished or 
degraded, the Finance Department requires other relevant companies to issue invoices and 
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take the initiative to sign contracts. In this way, we can not only create a good environment to 
prevent tax risks, but also prevent tax risks caused by inconsistent invoices and contracts in a 
sense. 

7. Conclusion 

In a word, in order to achieve effective tax risk management, construction enterprises must 
strengthen their ideological understanding, improve the tax risk prevention and early warning 
mechanism, enhance their regulatory capacity for tax risk, and create a good tax risk control 
environment. Only in this way can construction enterprises find tax problems in time, eliminate 
various risks, and achieve healthy and stable development. 
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